The graphic depicts a theory of change in the shape of a sandwich.

The top “bun” of the blue-colored sandwich is labeled “Teeth”:

Text: Desired Outcomes: Improve governmental and business transparency and accountability to address corruption issues.

Actors: State and federal governments, election candidates, the private sector

The bottom “bun” of the blue-colored sandwich is labeled “Voice”:

Text: Desired Outcomes: Amplify independent voices to monitor and report on corruption issues and advocate for transparency and accountability.

Actors: Journalists, civil society organizations, faith-based leaders, citizens

The middle light blue layer, or “meat” of the sandwich, is labeled Collaboration:

Text: Desired Outcomes: “Teeth” and “Voice” actors build partnerships to coordinate anti-corruption activities.

To the left of the sandwich is a brown component called Skill Building:

Text: Desired Outcomes: “Teeth” and “Voice” actors have the skills and knowledge needed to carry out anti-corruption activities. This strengthens each of the sandwich “buns.”

When the sandwich is compressed, the end result to the right of the sandwich is that Corruption in Nigeria is reduced (in green).

Text: Desired outcomes: Government enforces anti-corruption rules. Citizens have increased trust in government and receive improved goods, services, and benefits.